Hi Ryan:
As per our conversation, please consider this email my letter of explanation for why we want The Beagle to open up earlier on weekends.

The main reason is that the Cook St Village is quickly becoming a breakfast location. Estevan Village's The Village has recently bought Bubby's Kitchen. The new Bubby's about to open and Jam is reportedly going into Lenny Cole's new building. This all means people will come into The Village before we open (11AM) and hunker down at these other locations, sapping away our customers which we likely then won't get until mid-afternoon.

Now and again there are sports events (world rugby, soccer, etc) for which we would like to be open earlier.

Not being open when all other restaurants in The Village are open is obviously an unfair disadvantage.

The reason we have to go through this process is that we are a pub. If we were a restaurant we would simply open earlier. Considering the hours in question are 9-11AM on weekends, there is no risk of issues arising from being a liquor primary versus a food primary.

I don't feel opening 2 hours earlier on weekends will have any negative impact on anyone or anything. As I mentioned in my other letter, the public input against this application does not cite any relevant reason why.

Thanks for your time once again.